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Abstract. We correct a formula in [CR11, 1.3.18]. This has no effect to the
results or proofs in the article [CR11]. We thank Emelie Arvidsson for her

interest which brought up this issue.

In [CR11, 1.3.18] we claim that there is a functor τF∗ : V∗ → CorF (see ibid. for
the notation). This is not true. The problem in the definition of this functor is
that for a general morphism f : (X,Φ) → (Y,Ψ) in V∗ the graph Γf ⊂ X × Y is
not necessarily an element of P (Φ,Ψ). Hence we cannot define τF∗ (f) as we do.
However, if the underlying morphism X → Y is proper, we have Γf ∈ P (Φ,Ψ).
Therefore, we correct this issue as follows:

Denote by Vprop the subcategory of V∗ which has the same objects as V∗ and
morphisms are those f : (X,Φ) → (Y,Ψ) in V∗ whose underlying morphism of
schemes X → Y is proper. Then define τFprop : Vprop → CorF in the same way as

τF∗ was defined in [CR11, 1.3.18]. (Note that the definition of τ∗F does not need to
be modified.) We do the following changes:

(1) In [CR11, 1.3.18] replace τF∗ by τFprop and the formula ρF ◦ τF∗ = F∗ by

ρF ◦ τFprop = F∗|Vprop
.

(2) In [CR11, Lemma 1.3.19 and its proof] replace τF∗ and τG∗ by τFprop and

τGprop, respectively, and V∗ by Vprop.

(3) In [CR11, 3.2.1] replace V∗ by Vprop and τCH
∗ by τCH

prop.

Everything else is unchanged!
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